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ABSTRACT
Modern expert finding algorithms are developed under the
assumption that all possible expertise evidence for a person
is concentrated in a company that currently employs the
person. The evidence that can be acquired outside of an
enterprise is traditionally unnoticed. At the same time, the
Web is full of personal information which is sufficiently detailed to judge about a person’s skills and knowledge. In this
work, we review various sources of expertise evidence outside of an organization and experiment with rankings built
on the data acquired from six different sources, accessible
through APIs of two major web search engines. We show
that these rankings and their combinations are often more
realistic and of higher quality than rankings built on organizational data only.
Categories and Subject Descriptors:
H.3 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: H.3.3 Information
Search and Retrieval.
General Terms:
Algorithms, Measurement, Performance, Experimentation.
Keywords:
Enterprise search, expert finding, web search, blog search,
news search, academic search, rank aggregation.

1.

INTRODUCTION

In large organizations users often search for personalities
rather than for relevant documents. In cases when required
information is not published or protected, asking people becomes the only way to find an answer [14]. Experts are
always in demand not only for short inquiries, but also for
assigning them to some role or a job. Conference organizers may search for reviewers, company recruiters for talented
employees, even consultants for other consultants to redirect
questions and not lose clients [28].
The need for well-informed persons is often urgent, but the
manual expert identification through browsing documents
or via informal social connections is hardly feasible for large
and/or geographically distributed enterprises. A standard
text search engine cannot perform this task effectively. Instead, an expert finding system assists in the search for individuals or departments that possess certain knowledge and

skills within the enterprise and outside [37]. It allows to save
time and money on hiring a consultant when a company’s
own human resources are sufficient. Similarly to a typical
search engine, an automatic expert finder uses a short user
query as an input and returns a list of persons sorted by
their level of knowledge on the query topic.
Expert finding started to gain its popularity at the end
of ’90s, when Microsoft, Hewlett-Packard and NASA published their experiences in building such systems [15, 16, 9].
They basically represented repositories of skill descriptions
of their employees with simple search functionality. Nowadays these and other companies invest a lot to make their expert search engines commercially available and attractive [1,
2, 20]. Some large-scale free on-line people search1 and expert finding2 systems are already quite well-known in consultancy business [20]. On-line resume databases3 and prominent social networks 4 are also often used to find professionals.
Apart from causing the new boom on the growing enterprise search systems market, expert finding systems also
compelled close attention of the IR research community. The
expert search task was introduced as a part of the Enterprise
track of the Text REtrieval Conference (TREC) in 2005 [13].
Since that time, expert finding research blossomed, being
conducted on the Enterprise TREC data in almost all cases.
However, despite that a lot of research was produced outside
of the TREC conference, the evidence of personal expertness
mined from the TREC data was never combined with evidences acquired from other sources.
While Intranet of an organization still should be seen as a
primary source of expertise evidence for its employees, the
amount and quality of supporting organizational documentation is often not sufficient. At the same time, leading people search engines, such as Zoominfo.com or wink.com claim
that none of their information is anything that one couldn’t
find on the Web [4]. Neglecting expertise evidence which
can be easily found within striking distance is not practical.
In this study we propose to overcome the above-mentioned
shortcomings and explore the predicting potential of expertise evidence acquired from sources publicly available on the
Global Web. Using APIs of two major web search engines,
we show how different types of expertise evidences, found
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in an organization and outside, can be extracted and combined together. Finally, we demonstrate how taking the web
factor seriously significantly improves the performance of expert finding in an enterprise.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The
related research on expert finding is described in detail in
the next section. In Section 3 we explain our strategy of
expertise evidence acquisition from the Global Web. In Section 4 we show how we combine evidences from different
web sources. Section 5 presents our experiments, Section 6
raises a discussion about our experimental results and expectations for the future, Section 7 outlines main conclusions
and directions for the follow-up research.

2.

NATURE OF EXPERTISE EVIDENCE

Finding an expert is a challenging task, because expertise
is a loosely defined and not a formalized notion. It is often
unclear what amount of personal knowledge may be considered enough to name somebody “an expert”. It depends not
only on the specificity of the user query, but also on characteristics of respective expertise area: on its age, depth and
complexity. It is observed that on average people need at
least ten years of experience to be experts in a given field
[11]. The relevance of documents related to a person usually becomes the main evidence of the personal expertise.
However, since the relevance can be determined only with
some uncertainty, the expertise of a person appears to be
even more uncertain. Even related content is not always a
reliable evidence, since it may, for instance, contain discussions, showing the interest of involved people, but not their
competence.
However, it is common to consider that the more often a
person is related to the documents containing many words
describing the topic, the more likely we may rely on this person as on an expert. The proof of the relation between a person and a document can be an authorship (e.g. we may consider external publications, descriptions of personal projects,
sent emails or answers in message boards), or just the occurrence of personal identifiers (names, email addresses etc.)
in the text of a document. Thus, the most successful approaches to expert finding obtain their estimator of personal expertise by summing the relevance scores of documents directly related to a person [36, 6]. In some works,
only the score of the text window surrounding the person’s
mentioning is calculated [39]. In fact, these methods can
be regarded as graph based since they measure personal expertness as a weighted indegree centrality in a topic-specific
graph of persons and documents as it was previously done
on a document-only network [25]. Some authors actually experimented with finding experts by calculating centralities
in the person-only social networks [12, 44].

3.

ACQUIRING EXPERTISE EVIDENCE
FROM THE GLOBAL WEB

The main goal of this study is to answer the following
research questions. First, what sources of expertise evidence
outside of an organization are available? In what way should
they be accessed? How to extract the expertise evidence
from each source? What measures can be used to estimate
expertness from the Global Web? Second, are these sources
useful for finding experts? Is there any benefit in combining
organizational and global expertise evidences?

The organization that we used for the study was CSIRO,
Australia’s Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research
Organization. It has over 6 000 staff spread across 56 Australian sites and overseas. We used only publicly available
documents - the crawl of csiro.au domain as it was provided
by the Enterprise TREC community (see the detailed description of the data in Section 5).

3.1

Finding expertise evidence on the Web

The obvious solution for finding expertise evidence outside
of the enterprise is to search for it in Global Web. There are
basically two ways of doing that.
Crawling and RSS Monitoring. Many web data mining systems rely on focused crawling and analyzing discovered RSS feeds [23, 45]. It is often not even necessary to
develop own web spider - topical monitoring can be implemented by means of such powerful aggregating tools as Yahoo! Pipes5 or Google Alerts6 .
Search Engine APIs. Another much more comfortable
way to “download the Internet” is to use open APIs of the famous web search engines - Google7 , Yahoo8 or Live Search9
[38]. Google has no limits on number of queries/day, Yahoo
limits it to 5000, Live Search to 25000. All engines provide
the access not only to their basic web search services, but
also to search in maps, images, news etc. Unfortunately,
it is not possible to automate data collection from services
not accessible via APIs, even when it is easy to create wrappers for their web interfaces. Search engines usually have
a right to ban IPs sending automated queries according to
their Terms of Service.

3.2

Our evidence acquisition strategy

Since it is basically infeasible even for a wealthy organization to maintain an effective web search crawler, we focus
on using APIs of two leading web search engines: Yahoo!
and Google (Live Search API is still in unstable beta state).
We extract expertise evidence for each person from their
databases using the following strategy.
First, we build a query containing:
• the quoted full person name: e.g. “tj higgins”,
• the name of the organization: csiro ,
• query terms without any quotes: e.g. genetic modification),
• the directive prohibiting the search at the organizational web site (in case of Web or News search):
-inurl:csiro.au.
Adding the organization’s name is important for the resolution of an employee’s name: the ambiguity of personal
names in web queries is a sore subject. It was shown that
adding the personal context to the query containing a name
or finding such context automatically significantly improves
the retrieval performance [40]. Of course, one could easily
improve by listing names of all organizations where the person was ever employed (using OR clause) or by adding such
context as the person’s profession or title. However, the
5
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latter may still decrease the recall, cause this information
is rarely mentioned in informal texts. It is also possible to
apply more sophisticated strategies for names representation
(e.g. using first name’s diminutive forms and abbreviations),
but we avoided using them for the sake of fast implementation and also as a quick solution for ambiguity resolution.
In some cases, namely when using Global Web and News
search services, we also added a clause restricting the search
to URLs that do not contain the domain of the organization. It was done to separate organizational data from the
rest of available information. In some cases, when an organization’s domain is not unique, it is useful to just enlist all
organizational domains, each in separate -inurl clause.
As the second step of acquiring the evidence of a certain
type, we send the query to one of the web search services,
described further in this section. The returned number of
results is considered as a measure of personal expertness.
In other words, we ask a specific search engine: “Please,
tell us how many times this person occurs in documents
containing these query terms and not hosted at the domain
of her/his own organization”. The answer shows the degree
of relation of a person to the documents on the topic what
is a common indicator of personal expertness (see Section
2). Our technique is akin to the Votes method measuring
a candidate’s expertness by the number of organizational
documents retrieved in response to a query and related to
the candidate [36].
Due to limits of the Search Engine API technology we
used, we had to restrict the number of persons for which
we extracted global expertise evidence. In case of CSIRO, it
was unrealistic and unnecessary to issue thousands of queries
containing each person for each query provided by a user.
So, making an initial expert finding run on enterprise data
was a requirement. As a result of that run, we used from
20 to 100 most promising candidate experts per query for
the further analysis. Processing one query takes less than a
second. So, it usually took from 15 to 70 seconds to issue
queries for all candidates, to wait for all responses of one
search engine and to download all search result pages.
Apart from the ranking built on fully indexed organizational data, we built rankings using 6 different sources of expertise evidence from the Global Web: Global Web Search,
Regional Web Search, Document-specific Web search, News
Search (all via Yahoo! Web search API), Blogs Search and
Books Search (via Google Blog and Book Search APIs). We
describe each type of evidence and details of its acquisition
further in this section.

3.3

Acquiring evidence from Enterprise

Despite the presence of vast amount of personal web data
hosted outside of the corporate domain, the enterprise itself stays the main repository of structured and unstructured knowledge about its employees. Moreover, large part
of enterprise documentation is often not publicly accessible and hence not indexed by any of web search engines.
Even traditionally public Web 2.0 activities are often insistently popularized to be used fully internally within organizations for improving intra-organizational communication
[24]. According to recent surveys [32], 24% of companies
have already adopted Web 2.0 applications. Internal corporate blogging [27] and Project Wiki technologies [10] are the
most demanded among them. For instance, it is reported
that Microsoft employees write more than 2800 blogs and

about 800 of them are only internally accessible [18].
Since it is usually possible to have fast access to the content of indexed documents in an Enterprise search system,
we build an Enterprise search based ranking using stateof-the-art expert finding algorithm proposed by Balog et.
al. [6]. It measures candidate’s expertness by calculating a
weighted sum of scores of documents retrieved to a query
and related to the candidate:
Expertise(e) ≈

X

P (Q|D)P (e|D)

(1)

D∈T op

a(e, D)
,
0
e0 a(e , D)

P (e|D) = P

(2)

where P (Q|D) is the probability that the document D generates the query Q, measuring the document relevance according to the probabilistic language modeling principle of
IR [26], P (e|D) is the probability of association between
the candidate e and the document D, a(e, D) is the nonnormalized association score between the candidate and the
document proportional to their strength of relation. Note
that the difference with the measure we use to aggregate
expertise evidence from the Global Web (simple count of all
documents matched to a query and related to the person)
is that we consider all document scores equal. We also do
not assume that the amount of that document score propagated to a mentioned candidate depends on the number of
candidates in a document. The described ranking method
represents a baseline in our experiments.

3.4

Acquiring evidence from Web search

The importance of the Global Web for finding information about people is unquestionable. Especially, since people recently started to care much about their “online reputation”10 . Everyone wants to be found nowadays and it is
often crucial to be searchable in the Internet Era. The word
“Google” is officially added to the Oxford English Dictionary
as a verb. “Googling” a person is one of the most popular
search activities with dedicated manuals and howtos [41].
30% of all searches on Google or Yahoo! are for specific
people or people related [4]. The increasingly used practice
for employment prescreening is to “Google” applicants [29].
A 2006 survey conducted by CareerBuilder.com found that
one in four employers use Internet searches to learn more
about their potential employees and actually more than half
of managers have chosen not to hire an applicant after studying their online activity.
There is however a huge controversy on what search engine is better: Google or Yahoo! Almost everyone has his
own opinion on this topic. From one point of view, Google
has much larger share of searches in U.S. (59% in February
200811 ), but Yahoo! is still a bit ahead of Google according to The American Customer Satisfaction Index12 . To
avoid following the common path, we preferred Yahoo! Web
Search API over Google. The reason was also that Yahoo’s
search APIs are more developer-friendly and, although they
have some usage limitations (see Section 3.1), they offer
more features and they are more flexible, by also including
XML output.
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In order to analyze different scopes of a person’s mentioning on the web, we built expertise rankings based on several
kinds of web searches: without any restrictions (except those
mentioned in Section 3.2) and with restrictions on domains
location and on the type of documents:
• Global Web Search. The search without restriction
of the scope.
• Regional Web Search. The search only at web-sites
hosted in Australia (by using Yahoo’s country search
option). The purpose was to study whether we may
benefit by expanding the search scope gradually, first
searching for the expertise evidence in a company’s
region.
• Document-specific Web Search. The search only
in PDF documents (by using Yahoo’s format search
option). The purpose was to study whether it is beneficial to differentiate document types. The PDF format
was selected as a de-facto standard for official on-line
documents (white papers, articles, technical reports)
that we regarded as one of the main sources of expertise evidence.

3.5

Acquiring evidence from News Search

Good experts should be a bit familiar to everybody. However, to be searchable and broadly represented on the Web
does not always mean to be famous and authoritative. What
really matters is to be on everyone’s lips, to be on the top
of the news. First, it is well-known that news reflect internet buzzes, especially in blogosphere, serving as a filter
for events and topics interesting for a broad audience (and
vice versa is also true) [34]. Second, being on the news often means to be distinguished for your professional achievements: for making a discovery, starting a trend, receiving
an award.
Yahoo!13 , Google14 and Live Search offer APIs for their
News Search services. However, their significant limitation
making them useless for expertise evidence acquisition is
that they allow to search only in news from the past month.
Since employees are not celebrities and hence are not mentioned in news daily, it is almost impossible to extract sufficient expertise evidence from these services. Google also
has News Archive Search15 , but has no API for accessing it.
To realistically simulate the usage of News Search, we took
our usual query (see Section 3.2), added inurl:news clause to
it and sent it to Yahoo! Web Search service. In this way we
restricted our search to domains and sub-domains hosting
only news or to pages most probably containing only news.

3.6

Acquiring evidence from Blog Search

As it was already mentioned in Section 3.3, blogs are very
rich sources of knowledge about personal expertise. The
larger part of corporate professional blogs is public and indexed by major blog search engines. Leading recruiting
agencies predict the rapid increase of interest in candidates
passionate about writing their blogs [22]. Actually, the retrieval task of finding relevant blogs quite resembles the task
of finding experts among bloggers in the Blogosphere. Recently, Balog et. al. successfully experimented with expert

finding methods for blog distillation task on TREC 2007
Blog track data [7].
Two major blog search engines are fiercely competing with
each other leaving others far behind: Technorati and Google
Blog Search. According to the spreading Internet hype and
recent random probings Google has significantly better coverage for blogs [42]. Its Blog Search API is much more
developer-friendly than Technorati’s, which is often reported
to be very unreliable (and it was even impossible to get an
Application ID at technorati.com/developers at the time
of writing this paper). Despite that Google Blog Search API
also has its own inconvenient limitations (it can only return
up to 8 links in result set), we use it for building Blog Search
based ranking (see Section 3.2).

3.7

4.

COMBINING EXPERTISE EVIDENCES
THROUGH RANK AGGREGATION

The problem of rank aggregation is well known in research
on metasearch [33]. Since our task may be viewed as people
metasearch, we adopt solutions from that area. We also
decided to use only ranks and ignore the actual number of
results acquired for each candidate expert and a query from
each search service. It was done for the sake of comparability
and to avoid the need for normalization of values.
In our preliminary experiments with different rank aggregation methods we found that the simplest approach is also
the best performing. To get the final score we just sum the
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Acquiring evidence from Academic Search

Academic publications is a great source of expertise evidence, especially for R&D companies such as CSIRO. Not
all of them can be found at corporate web-sites, since their
public distribution may be forbidden by copyright terms.
There are two major multidisciplinary Academic Search engines: Google Scholar 16 and Live Search Academic17 . The
others like Scopus or Web of Science index significantly less
publications on many subjects, do not consider unofficial
publications and are sometimes restricted to specific types
of articles (e.g. to journals). Several studies have shown that
it is effective to calculate bibliometric measures for estimating reputation of scientists using citations found in Google
Scholar [8]. It also becomes more popular among researchers
to specify in their resumes the number of citations in Google
Scholar for their publications. Google Scholar can actually
be regarded as a ready-to-use expert finding system, since
it always shows 5 key authors for the topic at the bottom of
the result page.
Unfortunately, there is no possibility to access any academic search engine via API. However, Google provides API
for a very similar search service: Book Search18 . While
its publication coverage is not as large as Google Scholar’s,
there is a high overlap in the data they both index, since
Google Scholar always returns items indexed by Book Search
for non-fiction subjects. Using Books Search also naturally
allows to search for expertise evidence in not strictly academic sources. So, we build an Academic Search based
ranking by sending queries (see Section 3.2) to Google Book
Search service.

scholar.google.com
academic.live.com
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YahooWeb
YahooWebAU
YahooWebPDF
YahooNews
GoogleBlogs
GoogleBooks

Baseline
0.287
0.254
0.259
0.189
0.069
0.111

YahooWeb

YahooWebAU

YahooWebPDF

YahooNews

GoogleBlogs

0.502
0.513
0.438
0.424
0.419

0.359
0.400
0.412
0.411

0.395
0.422
0.412

0.494
0.453

0.202

Table 1: The normalized Kendall tau distance between all pairs of rankings
negatives of ranks for a person from each source to sort them
in descending order:

Expertise(e) =

K
X

−Ranki (e)

(3)

i=1

This approach is often referred as Borda count [5]. We also
tried to learn weights of sources with the Ranking SVM algorithm, using its SV M map version which directly optimizes
Mean Average Precision19 [43]. However, its performance
was surprisingly nearly the same as Borda count’s.

5.

EXPERIMENTS

We experiment with the CERC collection used by the
Enterprise TREC community in 2007. It represents a crawl
from Australia’s national science agency’s (CSIRO) web site.
It includes about 370 000 web documents (4 GB) of various
types: personal home pages, announcements of books and
presentations, press releases, publications. Instead of a list
of candidate experts, only the structure of candidates’ email
addresses was provided: firstname.lastname@csiro.au. Using this as a pattern we built our own candidates list by
finding about 3500 candidates in the collection. 50 queries
with judgments created by CSIRO Science Communicators
(a group of expert finders on demand) were used for the
evaluation. At the collection preparation stage, we extract
associations between candidate experts and documents. We
use simple recognition by searching for candidates email addresses and full names in the text of documents. For the
CSIRO documents the association scores a(e, D) between
documents and found candidates are set uniformly to 1.0
(see Section 3.3).
The results analysis is based on calculating popular IR
performance measures also used in official TREC evaluations: Mean Average Precision (MAP), Mean Reciprocal
Rank (MRR) and precision at top 5 ranked candidate experts (P@5). MAP shows the overall ability of a system to
distinguish between experts and non-experts. P@5 is considered more significant than precisions at lower ranks since the
cost of an incorrect expert detection is very high in an enterprise: the contact with a wrong person may require a mass
of time. If we consider that the user can be satisfied with
only one expert on the topic (considering that all experts
are always available for requests), then the performance of
MRR measure becomes crucial.
In our experiments discussed below we compare our methods with a baseline ranking and also study the effectiveness
of combinations of rankings. The performance of the following rankings and their combinations is discussed further:
• Baseline: Baseline Enterprise search based ranking
(see Section 3.3),
19
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Baseline
YahooWeb
YahooWebAU
YahooWebPDF
YahooNews
GoogleBlogs
GoogleBooks

MAP
0.361
0.423
0.372
0.358
0.404
0.406
0.373

MRR
0.508
0.547
0.462
0.503
0.554
0.582
0.517

P@5
0.220
0.248
0.220
0.200
0.216
0.200
0.200

Table 2: The performance of rankings
• YahooWeb: Yahoo! Global Web search based ranking (see Section 3.4),
• YahooWebAU: Yahoo! Regional Web search based
ranking (see Section 3.4),
• YahooWebPDF: Yahoo! Document-specific Web search
based ranking (see Section 3.4),
• YahooNews: Yahoo! News search based ranking (see
Section 3.5),
• GoogleBlogs: Google Blog search based ranking (see
Section 3.6),
• GoogleBooks: Google Book search based ranking
(see Section 3.7).
Before starting analyzing the quality of each ranking, we
compare them using normalized Kendall tau rank distance
measure [19]. As we see in Table 1, the Baseline ranking appears to be very similar to the GoogleBlogs and GoogleBooks rankings. While the similarity of the latter is also
supported by its similar performance with the Baseline (see
Table 2), the GoogleBlogs obviously improves the Baseline not being considerably different. It probably happens
because it is different mostly at more important lower ranks.
It is also interesting that all four rankings acquired using the
same Yahoo Web Search API differ very substantially. This
result approves that at least the decision to segregate different information units within one source was reasonable.
On the contrary, rankings acquired from Google and even
from its different search services disagree at a much lower
level. We may suppose that it is explained by the fact that
both sources provide only a limited amount of evidence. The
Google Blog Search API returns at maximum 8 results, so
all candidate experts mentioned more than 8 times in blogs
are regarded equal. Google Book search basically allows us
to distinguish only between noted specialists and does not
provide us with all sorts of academic expertise evidence.
The performance of each ranking is presented in Table
2. We see that restricting the scope of web search to the regional web or to specific file format does not lead to better results. Both the YahooWebAU and the YahooWebPDF
rankings are inferior to the YahooWeb ranking and to the

YahooWeb +
Baseline
YahooWebAU
YahooWebPDF
YahooNews
GoogleBlogs
GoogleBooks

MAP
0.460
0.390
0.402
0.406
0.427
0.452

MRR
0.604
0.483
0.525
0.543
0.562
0.567

P@5
0.240
0.224
0.208
0.232
0.223
0.244

YahooWeb + Baseline +
YahooWebAU
YahooWebPDF
YahooNews
GoogleBlogs
GoogleBooks

Table 3: The performance of combinations of the
YahooWeb ranking with the other rankings

YahooWebPDF + GoogleBooks
YahooNews + GoogleBlogs

MAP
0.440
0.420

MRR
0.567
0.571

P@5
0.232
0.216

Table 4: The performance of additional combinations inferring better Academic and Social Media
evidences

Baseline. However, all other rankings built on web evidence
are better than the Baseline in terms of MAP and MRR
measures. It is hard to decide which of them is the best:
YahooWeb is much better in MAP and P@5, but if user
needs to detect the most knowledgeable person fast, using
evidence from news and blogs seems a better idea according
to the performance of the MRR measure. The GoogleBlogs ranking outperforms the baseline only slightly, so its
use without combining it with other evidences is questionable.
We also experimented with combinations of rankings (see
Section 4). Following the principle that we should give a priority to the best rankings, we combined the most effective
YahooWeb ranking with each other ranking (see Table 3).
We surprisingly found that the combinations of that ranking
with the Baseline and the GoogleBooks rankings, which
are not the best alone, are the best performing. Probably,
since according to the normalized Kendall tau distance (see
Table 1) these rankings are more similar to the YahooWeb
ranking, their combination produces a more consistent result. We also combined the Baseline ranking with each
one another, but found that its combination with the YahooWeb ranking is still the best.
In order to study the future potential of web evidence
combinations, we decided to simulate the inference of web
evidences which we can not currently acquire through APIs.
First, we combined the YahooWebPDF and the GoogleBooks rankings to infer a better academic search based evidence. Considering that a lot of official and unofficial publications are publicly accessible in PDF format, we hoped to
simulate the output of Google Scholar-like search service. As
we see in Table 4, the performance of that combined ranking
approved our expectations: it is better than each of these
rankings used alone. Second, we tested the combination of
the YahooNews and the GoogleBlogs rankings considering that it would represent an output from some future
Social Media search service as it is envisioned by many [21].
The advantage of this combination is visible, but less obvious. It is certainly better than the YahooNews ranking,
but outperforms the GoogleBlogs ranking only according
to the MAP measure.
As we see in Table 5, further combination showed that
when we combine the Baseline ranking, the YahooWeb
ranking and the YahooNews ranking, we get improvements

MAP
0.463
0.446
0.468
0.452
0.449

MRR
0.606
0.589
0.600
0.591
0.597

P@5
0.240
0.240
0.252
0.244
0.232

Table 5: The performance of combinations of the
YahooWeb and the Baseline rankings with the other
rankings
for the MAP and the P@5 measures. In total using that combination we had 29% improvement of MAP, 20% of MRR,
and 14% of P@5. Combinations of 4 and more rankings
only degraded the performance. To test statistical significance of the obtained improvement, we calculated a paired
t-test. Results indicated that the improvement is significant
at the p < 0.01 level with respect to the baseline.

6.

DISCUSSION

As it was demonstrated by our experiments, we are able
to gain significant improvements over the baseline expert
finding approach which analyzes the data only in the scope
of an organization. We found that the quality of inference of
personal expertness is proportional to the amount of expertise evidence. When we search for this evidence also outside
of an organization in the Global Web, we increase our potential to guess about competence of its employees. It was
also clear from experiments that combining different sources
of evidence through simple rank aggregation allows to improve even more. This improvement is also probably caused
by diminishing of the ranks of persons that appear in organizational documentation accidentally or by technical and
bureaucratic reasons (e.g. web-masters or secretaries). Such
persons not actually related to the topic of a query seemingly are only locally frequent and do not appear often in
each source. The results of our investigation suggest that it
is promising to discover more sources of expertise evidences
and to improve the quality of evidence acquired from these
sources.

6.1

Finding new sources of expertise evidence

While we focused our studies on the predefined subset
of search services selected by their popularity and supposed
richness in expertise evidence, there are more sources. Some
of them are already able to provide some expertise evidence, but for companies with different specialization than
CSIRO’s. Other ones are currently not as popular and allembracing, but are on the rise of their authority.
Social Networks. Social networks is an indispensable
source of knowledge about personal skills and experience.
They allow to extract expertise evidence not solely from a
user profile, but also from its context: directly “befriended”
user profiles or profiles connected implicitly through sharing
the same attributes (e.g. places of work or visited events).
However, while such huge networks as LinkedIn.com (more
than 17 million members) and Facebook.com (more than 70
million members) are very popular for finding specialists to
recruit them [30, 31], it is still hard to compare employees
within organization using this information since simply not
all of them have their own account there.
Expert databases. Those who are not willing to create their own professional profile, will be supplied with one.

Such repositories of experts as Zoominfo.com and many others [4] automatically summarize all information about people
found on the Web to make them searchable. Many of them
provide APIs for programmatic access to their databases20 .
Vertical Search Engines. Specialized topic-oriented
search engines should be helpful for finding experts in specific industries: SearchFinance.com - for finding economists,
Medstory.com - for doctors, Yahoo! Tech21 and Google Code
Search22 - for software engineers etc.
User generated content. There are other ways to share
expertise besides blogging. Giving professional advice at
Yahoo!23 or LinkedIn24 Answers or authoring Wikipedia
articles [17] are activities that indicate personal proficiency
not only by their content, but also by feedback of involved
users assessing the quality of advice [3]. There are also communities like Slideshare.com where knowledge exchange is
accomplished with the minimum effort by just uploading
personal presentation slides.

6.2

Improving the quality of evidence

In this work we used used a simple measure of personal
expertness counting the number of information units in a
source that contain all query terms and a candidate mention.
Since we consider every link returned by a search service as a
partial evidence of personal expertness, the next step would
be to differentiate the strength of these evidences by taking
various properties of these links into account.
Considering relevance of links. The state-of-the-art
expert finding approaches go beyond simple counting of candidate’s mentions in documents on a topic and sum relevance
scores of all related documents (see Section 2). In our case
it is hard to measure the relevance of returned links without
downloading entire documents (what is not possible sometimes, e.g. for links to paid content). However, we can think
about some options. We may try to measure relevance of
web snippets returned together with links. It is possible to
issue a query without a person’s name within and get only
topic based ranks of documents. But since most engines
return only first thousand of matched pages, that strategy
may fail for non-selective short ambiguous queries producing
significantly larger result.
Considering authority of links. It was recently proposed to measure the strength of expertise evidence extracted from a web page by the number of its inlinks [35].
There are web services providing similar statistics: Yahoo!
Search API (Site Explorer) returns the number of inlinks for
a provided URL, sites like Prchecker.info even show the
estimate of Google PageRank. Academic search engines like
Google Scholar usually return the number of citations per
publication in their result set.
Considering popularity of links. The click/visit popularity is also a primary evidence of web page quality. Not
only major search engines with their huge query logs are
able to analyze such statistics. Web sites like Alexa.com and
Compete.com provide an unique opportunity (also through
API) to inquire about a total number of visits and overall
time spent at a domain by web surfers.
20

www.programmableweb.com/apis/
tech.yahoo.com
22
codesearch.google.com
23
answers.yahoo.com
24
linkedin.com/answers
21

7.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we proposed a way to gather additional expertise evidence apart from that available in the organization. We used various kinds of Global Web search services to
acquire a proof of expertness for each person which was initially pre-selected by an expert finding algorithm using only
organizational data. By means of APIs of two major search
engines, Yahoo! and Google, we built six rankings of candidate experts per query and demonstrated that rankings from
certain web sources of expertise evidence and their combinations are significantly better than the initial enterprise
search based ranking.
In the future we would like to explore the usefulness of
other sources of expertise evidence and to apply more sophisticated measures than just a simple number of related
topical information units per person in a source. It is also
clear that we need a more efficient strategy of evidence acquisition. Sending queries for each person and a query to
every web search service is not practical, resource consuming and causes too much latency. The round-robin strategy
used in this work may be improved by asking evidence for
less promising persons from each next evidence source after
rank aggregation at each step.
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